
We are an international
software development team

We love complex technological challenges.
 
We do things, we take risks, and we push 
forward. We have released and closed many 
projects but that has allowed us to improve, 
contribute, and embark on the next one. 

We have accompanied start-ups until they 
became unicorns and then went public, 
companies in the top positions of the fortune 100 
and leading educational institutions through 
their innovation and research projects. 

We are 100% financially independent. We have a 
strong culture around care, effort, wellness and 
sustainability. 

We enjoy and have a lot of fun. 

65% Software engineers
35% Project Managers, Strategists, Designers &  
         Support Staff.
  2% Turnover rate in developers

Our team is distributed around the world: Spain, United Kingdom, Canada, United 
States, Chile, Brazil, Portugal and the list keeps growing. We work remotely and 
asynchronously from day one.

2022
GROWTH

Positioned as leading experts in microservices
and event-driven architectures, we are also
developing projects in the area of Web3, data
and security working for some of the best 
companies in the world.
 
Present clients: Harvard, Horizen labs, Rent the
Runway, among others...

Projects: Booster Framework, MayDay 
Messaging mobile app, Grapes.

2019
CULTURE & 
INNOVATION

The pandemic impact was an opportunity for us 
to strengthen our culture and enhance our 
innovation. 

Our financial stability allowed us not to have to 
lay off anyone in the team, even though many of 
our customers stopped their activity. During this 
transition, we invested heavily in our research 
and innovation projects by launching products 
such as the open-source framework Booster or 
the MayDay Messaging mobile app. 

2016
EXPANSION

Our innovation in mobile eCommerce caught 
eBay’s attention, and they ended up becoming 
our first US client.

The collaboration was a success and triggered a 
series of recommendations that allowed us to 
work with companies such as Paypal, Rent the 
Runway, Zara, Merrill Corporation (Datasite) and 
prepared the ground for what we are today. 

2013- 2016
ORIGINS

We began as a bootstrapped company, like 
many others. We started with clear ideas: to 
work on innovative projects that solve complex 
problems and avoid investment or loans. 

We began working for small startups and 
eCommerce companies, and then Aristocrazy 
came along and pushed us to specialize in 
mobile eCommerce.

About

These are some of the technologies we work 
with:

Java · Spring · React · Kotlin · Swift · Kafka · 
Booster · Typescript · Kubernetes · Python · 
GraphQL · Solidity

Stack

English is our official language.  
Spanish is our native language. 
+14 languages we collectively speak.

We develop specific projects in areas we are 
interested in:

Languages

→ technology, creativity, and complexity.

→ sustainability and having a positive impact on 
society and the environment.

→ taking care of ourselves: eating well, sleeping 
well, and exercising.

→ equality and diversity.

Booster framework
Open-source solution for building 
serverless, scalable, and reliable 
event-driven applications. ↗ 

MayDay Messaging App
An exclusive communication channel, 
a direct line for really important 
messages that require immediate 
attention/response. ↗

Pickbit
The Giphy of audio formats. ↗

Plasmido
An application to produce and 
consume events from one or several 
Kafka brokers at the same time. 

English4Devs
An English and communication skills 
acceleration program specialized in 
developers. ↗

Rockets Platform
A community-driven catalog of 
building blocks for your software 
applications. ↗

Haskell Do
An open-source Haskell code editor 
focused on interactive development. ↗

Counteract
A platform to bring content creators 
and sustainable brands together and 
empower them. ↗

Sophy
A sustainable yoga retail company and 
circular economy. ↗

Interests

Experience

+70 people Remote company and distributed team

www.theagilemonkeys.com

team@theagilemonkeys.com

theagilemonkeys

Thank you for your time

Products & projects by The Agile Monkeys
A selection of projects we have done in the last few years

https://www.linkedin.com/company/theagilemonkeys/mycompany/
https://www.booster.cloud/
https://www.maydaymessaging.com/
https://apps.apple.com/es/app/pickbit-record-audio-share/id1593890437
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSX1vnXI8hY&t=1s
https://www.madeforserverless.com/
http://haskell.do/
https://www.counteract.global/
https://wearsophy.com/

